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So far we have had one of the mildest and wettest of winters
and driest of Aprils. Storm Ciara hit us in January. February
had one of the highest recorded monthly
rainfalls and we were lashed by Storm Dennis.
The rangers and footpath group had to postpone some
plans while they battled to clear ditches and maintain
paths in torrential rain.
Such a high water table disturbed ochre inclusions and
caused a release into the Limb Brook and one of its
tributaries from the defunct and flooded Dore mines. The
Limb feeds into the Sheaf which became bright yellow and
there were many queries about what was happening. By the
time I visited the woods a few hours after the reports the
water was running clear. Jo Owens took the photo of a
salmon pink Limb
After the storms there seemed to be a promise of more
settled weather in early March. Friends leafleted households
adjacent to the woods reminding them of our presence and
promising free walks if they became members. We managed
one bird walk led by Jim Clarke just before it was obvious
that all organised activities would cease for the foreseeable
future.

Luckily some of us are able to visit the woods for exercise and there are are still
many visitors while people are discouraged from going further afield. We have been
rewarded in early April with a great display of celandine and wood anemones
especially in Ryecroft Glen. A member of Sorby who is normally surveying
elsewhere was pleased to note on the bridle path from Limb Lane some ferns rare for
Ecclesall woods and also a pretty garden escapee Few-flowered garlic. (see the
website blog) Earliest bluebell 7th April and all are now coming into full flower.

Bill Smyllie, founding member and chairman, has been recruiting for a butterfly
watch of peacock and small tortoiseshell. Hopefully to be found around 2 chosen
nettle sites in the woods. He would like to sign up volunteers by 30th April. Even if
you don't join up, look out for nettles with webs and larvae at the top of a suitable
stem and then the caterpillars. For further information contact bill@smyllie.com
or check the email sent out by John Baker on 21st March.
With tree ID walks and bluebell walks cancelled, Fran Halsall our web master, tree
specialist and walk leader has made two videos about the woods. Some points
confirm what you know and some may be new to you. Both worth watching.
Fran has also done some gardening videos.
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCS93vZZeWeoJYFoN5wxqvqA?
view_as=subscriber
Work in the woods
The Footpath Group often in conditions of torrential rain worked hard to keep
drains clear and divert water off the paths. Some bigger projects were completed
just before the lockdown. A bridge over the Limb was dismantled. Heavy pieces
were manoeuvred into place then SWEEP volunteers and rangers Tom, Nell and Rob
did the rest. Jessica Ennis posted a picture of her children playing poo sticks from
the new bridge.
They completed some smaller projects such as removing holly on the path above the
Donkey Field to allow bluebells more light, but time ran out for many projects such
as controlling brambles in coppiced areas. There was a very small window between
conditions being too wet and bluebells emerging.
Since lockdown, individual members of the group have been seen with a bag and
litter pickers. Many thanks from all of us. Of course, litter can be removed by
anyone if you feel it is safe to do so.

Contractors felled the diseased trees according to the plan. The wet weather meant
conditions were not good for heavy vehicles and with the early emergence of
bluebells operations were suspended. Planned removal and chipping of some of the
wood will be left until later.
The Rangers also worked with SWEEP to
fence off the area near the ‘hill fort’ to enable
the wood sage to regain lost territory.

During lockdown rangers Tom and Nell are still carrying out work in the woods if
they are not required else where.
After lockdown there will be plenty of tasks to do and we hope we will be able to
increase the number of volunteers.
Meanwhile if you see anything interesting or even amiss in the woods let me know
on friends.ew1993@gmail.com post on our Face Book page or try
parksandcountryside@sheffield.gov.uk There is no phone contact at present.
Ornithology
Jim Clarke led the Woodpecker Walk in March. We
were already social distancing so could not use a
communal scope normally borrowed from SCC.
22 species were seen or heard including 3
woodpeckers.
We have raised money to buy a scope so that the
nesting herons could be seen more easily. Hopefully
we will have one we can use for 2021. Phil May
reports 9 heron nests (12 last year) Again he has had
to postpone ringing of the chicks. He has not yet
checked the 18 tit boxes or those hoping to attract
willow tits, woodpeckers and tawny owls.
A tree creeper nest has been noted in a dead tree in
wood 1

Ecology
Our ecology walk to check on the coppiced or fenced areas was cancelled but
individually we have been recording and photographing the profusion of spring
flowers in previously bare areas.
The grassy area in the Donkey field is not yet showing signs of new plants. A couple
of Shetland ponies are sometimes brought to the woods and we hope they might be
allowed to graze the grass and improve the meadow.
Sue Jackson has spotted in wood 2, American large-leaved avens first recorded in
Sheffield in 2016. They are like our wood avens- otherwise known as herb Bennetbut larger. Probably not a desirable plant. They are near the easy going trail off
Whirlowdale Road.

Collier’s Pond seems to have some resident mandarin ducks and toads were also
spotted by Bob Parkinson

Roe deer have been seen recently but too fleeting for a photo!

Future Walks and Events
Fungi walk October 28th – might go ahead!
Since the rest have been cancelled here are some things you can look out for on your
walks.
Wood1
● Dobcroft School has devised the

Dobcroft Dash, A 2.5 km course has
been marked by blue ribbons. You
are asked to donate to the local
mental health charity SToRM There
is a just giving fund raising page and
it is suggested you give £2.50 per lap.
Have you seen all 8 of the
information boards?
Wood 1 Coppicing
Wood 2 Charcoal burning (and the wood collier’s grave)
Collier’s Pond
Wood 3 Ryecroft Mill
Whirlow mill
Q pits
Geology and Ecology
Mining
Linda Evans had also planned a board to explain the ochre colours but found that it
was more controversial than expected. There are 2 main inlets where where the
ochre comes in from the submerged Dore mines.

Martina Harriman
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